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OSU Libraries Web Site: http://library.osu.edu

OSU Libraries Catalog: http://library.ohio-state.edu/
Find books, journals (not individual articles), databases, videos and other resources from OSU Libraries

Sample subject headings:
Philosophy, Ancient
Justice (philosophy)
Plato Apology

Sample Keyword search: * finds additional characters; ‘ ‘ quotes around phrases
Plato and Xenophon and apology
Justice and philosoph*
“greek philosophy”

Finding Ebooks:
Use the advanced menu in the catalog. Enter key words in the search box. Scroll down to Location and select Web E-Books from the options in the box. Click on Submit button. You may also use the default search (Worldcat@OSU) at the library home page and after your search limit to ebooks by selecting the appropriate box in the left column.

Finding Peer Reviewed (Scholarly) Articles

Philosopher's Index
Provides indexing and abstracts from books and over 400 journals of philosophy and related interdisciplinary fields. It is a major source of information in the areas of aesthetics, epistemology, ethics, logic, and metaphysics it is also a rich source of material on the philosophy of various disciplines, such as education, history, law, religion, and science. You may limit your search to “academic journals” after your initial search by clicking in appropriate box in the left column.

Google Scholar - https://scholar.google.com/
GS “is primarily a search of academic papers. Shorter articles, such as book reviews, news sections, editorials, announcements and letters, may or may not be included.” GS indexes papers not journals.

JSTOR
Searchable archive of primarily scholarly journals in many fields of study including philosophy and classics. Titles range back to earliest volumes that first appeared mainly in the 19th and 20th centuries. Use the advanced menu to limit a search to philosophy and classics journals, articles, publication dates
Additional Resources:

**Academic Search Complete**
Interdisciplinary index to articles in a scholarly and non-scholarly journals mostly published since the 1990s. You may limit your search to “academic journals” after your initial search by clicking in appropriate box in the left column.

**Worldcat at OSU**
This is the default search at the library homepage. Search by key words and then limit to peer reviewed articles by selecting the box in the left column.

**PhilPapers** [https://philpapers.org/](https://philpapers.org/)
Find articles, books, and other resources in philosophy. Register for full access and links to OSU Libraries journals

**Additional Sources for Determining Peer Reviewed Journals:**

**Ulrichsweb** (Ulrich’s Periodical Directory)
Search for specific journal titles using quotes for a phrase (“classical review”) and then limit to peer reviewed titles using box in left column. Ulrichsweb can also be used to find journals by subjects. keyword.

**Finding Articles that Cite a Known Article or Book**

**Google Scholar** - [https://scholar.google.com/](https://scholar.google.com/)
Find citations that appear in books and journal articles. Search with a specific article or book title or use key words. From the resulting list of references, notice that last line of information for each reference includes the number of citations to the reference. Click on the link to cites to find information on the articles that cited the original reference.

**Web of Science Core Collection**
Find citations to books or journal articles but does not find citations in books. Interdisciplinary index to scholarly journal literature. After entering the database: You may search for the title in quotes in the Basic Search and find the known item in the list OR - 1) click on the down arrow by “Basic Search.” 2) Highlight “Cited Reference Search” 3) For a specific known article enter the author last name on the first search line, then enter the title of the article on the second search line 4) change the tab in the second line to “cited title” 5) enter year of the known article

**Citation Styles**

See [https://library.osu.edu/find/resources/citation-examples/](https://library.osu.edu/find/resources/citation-examples/) for information about APA, Chicago, Turabian, MLA style guides for footnotes and bibliographies